Species identification is critical to a wide range of biological research, including studies of evolution, conservation, and biodiversity. However, various operational criteria are used for species identification, depending on the species concept that is being invoked ([@B14]). Among the most widely used are the biological species concept, which is based on reproductive isolation ([@B48]; [@B18]), and the phylogenetic species concept, which is based on reciprocal monophyly ([@B66]; [@B4]). In contrast, morphology-based taxonomy usually appeals to the phenetic species concept ([@B49]; [@B72]), which remains a key framework for species identification in practice.

The last decade has witnessed the growing availability of genetic methods for species identification, providing a valuable complement to morphological taxonomy. Some of the widely used approaches for validating putative species are based on comparison of intra- and interspecific genetic distances ([@B29], [@B30]; [@B45]). These methods are contentious, however, partly because they do not appeal to an explicit species concept ([@B69], [@B70]; [@B81]). By contrast, the goal of molecular species delimitation is to build a taxonomic scheme for a set of samples and to infer a *de novo* delimitation of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) ([@B78]; [@B79]; [@B45]). Within this burgeoning field, most methods appeal to the phylogenetic species concept and identify minimal phylogenetic units as the OTUs ([@B25]). These methods include the generalized mixed Yule-coalescent (GMYC) model ([@B57]; [@B23]), Poisson tree processes (PTP) model ([@B88]; [@B39]), Bayes factor delimitation ([@B26]; [@B42]), Bayesian coalescent method in the software Bayesian Phylogenetics and Phylogeography (BPP) ([@B83]), and phylogeographic inference using approximate likelihoods ([@B37]). Molecular species delimitation has been employed either as a stand-alone method or as part of an integrative taxonomic approach to species identification (e.g., [@B5]; [@B35]; [@B47]).

Methods of molecular species delimitation differ from each other in a number of respects. Among the widely used methods, Automatic Barcode Gap Discovery (ABGD) is one of the most computationally efficient. It requires the *a priori* specification of an intraspecific distance threshold, and the method is based on genetic distances computed from a single locus rather than an explicit species concept ([@B60]). The GMYC method also analyzes data from a single locus, but requires an ultrametric estimate of the gene tree. Studies have found that its performance is affected primarily by the ratio of population sizes to species divergence times, but also by varying population sizes, number of species involved, and number of sampling singletons ([@B23]; [@B17]; [@B1]). Empirical studies have shown that ABGD and GMYC tend to under- and oversplit species, respectively (e.g., [@B55]; [@B56]; [@B65]). As with GMYC, PTP requires an estimate of the gene tree, but with branch lengths proportional to the amount of genetic change rather than to time. It tends to outperform GMYC when interspecific distances are small ([@B88]), though the two methods often produce similar estimates of species limits (e.g., [@B40]; [@B2]; [@B80]). GMYC and PTP were originally designed for the analysis of single-locus data, but are often applied to concatenated multilocus data by postulating a shared genealogical history (e.g., [@B2]; [@B52]; [@B65]).

In contrast with the methods described above, the Bayesian method in BPP was designed to analyze multiple loci but is much more computationally intensive ([@B83]). It performs well when appropriate priors are chosen, with low rates of false positives and false negatives under most evolutionary scenarios ([@B84], [@B85]; [@B89], [@B88]). Although the biological species concept provides the motivation for assuming limited gene flow between species, BPP appears to be robust to low levels of gene flow ([@B89]). Studies with both simulated and empirical data have shown that BPP is more accurate than other multilocus coalescent methods (such as the information-theoretic and approximate Bayesian frameworks), while being somewhat sensitive to the number of loci and to the information content ([@B20]; [@B7]; [@B33]). Empirical studies have also shown that BPP can produce delimitations that are consistent with those from other widely used methods such as GMYC and PTP (e.g., [@B34]; [@B59]; [@B52]). Species delimitations by BPP are used widely not only for explicit taxon identification, but also as an important procedure in analyses of taxon evolution and divergence (e.g., [@B68]; [@B51]).

Most genetic methods for species identification, especially those based on the phylogenetic species concept, do not explicitly account for the mode of speciation. There are three main modes of speciation that differ in terms of the assumed degree of gene flow: allopatric, parapatric, and sympatric speciation ([@B24]). In each case, the formation of incipient species is related to a reduction in gene flow, which is at the core of the biological species concept. Some view speciation as a gradual and protracted process independent of any species concept ([@B67]; [@B21]). For these reasons, there appears to be a gap between what we would consider to be "good" species and the taxonomic units inferred by coalescent-based methods of molecular species delimitation. This can be addressed by examining the congruence between genetic divergence and speciation. Some methods, such as GMYC and PTP, assume that gene trees accurately reflect the diversification of species, whereas BPP acknowledges the possibility of discordance between the two ([@B84]). This discordance is presumed to be caused primarily by among-gene differences in lineage sorting, but it can also be due to systematic error (e.g., model misspecification) and stochastic error (e.g., sampling scheme) ([@B44]; [@B45]).

In this study, we compare the performance of three widely used methods of species delimitation, GMYC, PTP, and BPP, using both single-locus and multilocus sequence data generated by simulation under various speciation scenarios. We characterize the behavior of these methods, their delimitation efficacy, and their sensitivity to potential confounding factors. In addition, we validate some of the features of these methods in case studies involving sequence data from bears and bees. Our results provide practical guidelines for using molecular methods of species delimitation.

Materials and Methods {#SEC1}
=====================

Models and Assumptions {#SEC1.1}
----------------------

To examine the performance of species delimitation using GMYC, PTP, and BPP, we simulated the evolution of sequence data under five speciation scenarios ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): 1) no speciation; 2) speciation into two species with cessation of gene flow; 3) speciation into two species with ongoing gene flow; 4) speciation into five species with cessation of gene flow; and 5) speciation into four species with ongoing gene flow. In each case, we assumed Wright--Fisher panmixia within each species. Scenario I is treated as the null case in this study. Scenario II can represent either allopatric or peripatric speciation, depending on the combination of population sizes between the two species. Scenario III involves reduced but ongoing gene flow, so it can be taken to represent either parapatric or sympatric speciation. Scenarios IV and V are extensions of Scenarios II and III, respectively; we chose to model the evolution of five and four species in these scenarios, to allow variation in the tree topology and for practical convenience. In these scenarios, speciation can also be regarded as the formation of separate populations, and migration as being interchangeable with other forms of gene flow (e.g., introgression). We assumed that all speciation events were bifurcating, and that all genes evolved neutrally without gene conversion, gene duplication, or horizontal transfer.

![Five speciation models used for simulations in this study. a) Scenario I: a single species without population structure. b) Scenario II: speciation into two species, with cessation of gene flow. c) Scenario III: speciation into two species, with ongoing gene flow indicated by arrows. d) Scenario IV: speciation into five species, with cessation of gene flow. e) Scenario V: speciation into four species, with ongoing gene flow between adjacent species indicated by arrows.](syy011f1){#F1}

Evolutionary Simulations {#SEC1.2}
------------------------

Nucleotide sequence evolution was simulated under each of the five scenarios ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), with assumptions of a constant rate of 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$^{\mathrm{-8}}$\end{document}$ mutations per site per generation and a generation time of 1 year. Owing to its convenience and versatility, we preferred to use SimPhy ([@B45]) to generate the trees, where possible. The species tree was simulated first, and then we simulated the evolution of 100 independent gene trees conditioned on the species tree. For simulations that could not be performed using SimPhy, we used makesamples ([@B36]) to simulate the evolution of 100 gene trees based on each species tree that we specified.
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}{}$l = 1$\end{document}$, 2, 5, 10, and 20) from the 100 generated by SimPhy or makesamples. These correspond to varying numbers of loci, because each gene tree corresponds to the evolutionary history of a single locus. We performed the jackknifing procedure 10 times for each number of loci. For each sampled gene tree, we then used Seq-Gen v1.3.2 ([@B62]) to simulate the evolution of a sequence alignment of length 1000 bp, using the Jukes--Cantor model of nucleotide substitution ([@B38]). An outgroup sequence was added to the sequence alignment for each of the five scenarios during simulation, but was removed for the species-delimitation analyses. All data generated by our simulations are available in [Supplementary Material](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) of this article available on Dryad at <http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.739bs>, Appendix S1.

### Scenario I {#SEC1.2.1}

We began simulations with the null scenario of a single, unstructured population or species ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), under the classical Wright--Fisher model in makesamples. We set 15 combinations of sample sizes (i.e., the number of sampled individuals per species) and population sizes. Sample sizes ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Scenario II {#SEC1.2.2}

This scenario involves two reproductively isolated species with equal population sizes and with equal numbers of sampled individuals ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In SimPhy, we chose: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$^{\mathrm{5}}$\end{document}$ years between the two species. These yielded a total of 45 combinations of parameters. Larger population sizes and divergence times lead to greater genetic variation within species and between species, respectively; the ranges of values investigated in our study are generally consistent with the features of a broad range of eukaryotic species ([@B89]; [@B23]). Taking into account the variation in the number of loci, our simulations produced a total of 2250 datasets. Based on the results from our analyses of these datasets, we chose the basic settings for the remaining simulations (including supplementary settings for BPP and variations of Scenario II). These results, together with those from Scenario I, provided benchmarks for interpreting the results from the other Scenarios and also informed the best strategy in PTP for analyzing our remaining data.

For species delimitation using BPP in particular, supplementary settings included: extreme population sizes for each species ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, we considered a series of variations of Scenario II, involving potential confounding factors that might influence species delimitations inferred by the three methods. These included: simulating sequence evolution using makesamples vs. SimPhy for the core settings in Scenario II, to evaluate the consistency of our methods; differing vs. equal population sizes for the two species; exponentially growing vs. constant-size populations; uneven sampling vs. equal sample sizes from the two species; and substitution rate heterogeneity across species, across loci, or across lineages (see [Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S2 available on Dryad for details).

### Scenario III {#SEC1.2.3}

This scenario involves two sister species with ongoing gene flow ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Gene flow is specified by the migration rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Scenario IV {#SEC1.2.4}

We examined a five-species case in which speciation followed a Yule process (i.e., birth--death process with extinction rate zero; [@B87]) ([Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and considered a range of speciation rates ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Scenario V {#SEC1.2.5}

We examined a four-species case in which gene flow is conditioned on the geographic proximity of the species ([Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The species have the relationship ((A,B),(C,D)), and gene flow occurs reciprocally between A and B, between B and C, and between C and D. Rates of gene flow match those in Scenario III. In makesamples, we assumed that divergences between sister species A and B and between C and D occurred 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n = 10$\end{document}$ samples per species. Under each set of conditions, we performed simulations with various numbers of loci. In addition to the complete datasets, sequences of species pairs (A, B), (A, C), (A, D), and (B, C) were extracted separately so that we could explicitly test the effect of geographic distance on species delimitation.

Species Delimitation {#SEC1.3}
--------------------

We performed species delimitation using three different methods: GMYC, PTP, and BPP. With the assumption that species are reciprocally monophyletic, GMYC uses a likelihood approach to identify the boundary between a Yule speciation process and intraspecific coalescence. This is done with reference to the relative node times in an ultrametric tree. To obtain these trees, we first inferred phylograms with maximum likelihood in RAxML v8.2.9 ([@B73]). We pruned non-unique sequences prior to phylogenetic inference, and conducted rapid full analyses with the Jukes--Cantor substitution model and 1000 bootstrap replicates. The phylograms were then made ultrametric through computing relative evolutionary times using the penalized-likelihood method in r8s v1.7 ([@B71]), with a smoothing parameter of 10. Although a multiple-threshold version of GMYC has been developed ([@B50]), we only used the single-threshold version of GMYC because it has been shown to outperform the multiple-threshold version ([@B23]; [@B76]). Species delimitation was done using the package splits v1.0-19 ([@B22]) in R ([@B61]).

PTP identifies the transition points between inter- and intraspecific branching events. The method postulates that the number of substitutions between species is significantly higher than that within species, with any individual substitution having a low probability of causing speciation. The mean numbers of substitutions until speciation events and until coalescent events are expected to follow exponential distributions, forming two independent Poisson processes on the tree. Since PTP does not require an ultrametric tree, we directly used the phylograms inferred in RAxML as described above. We employed three strategies in PTP: PTP heuristic (PTP-h) v2.2, Bayesian PTP maximum likelihood (bPTP-ML) v0.51, and Bayesian PTP heuristic (bPTP-h) v0.51, but did not consider the most recently proposed strategy, multi-rate PTP ([@B39]; but see Discussion). For bPTP-ML and bPTP-h, we carried out two independent Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analyses, with each chain having a length of 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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BPP delimits species in the multispecies coalescent framework, which assumes that the gene trees evolve within the constraints of the species tree ([@B63]). It uses reversible-jump MCMC to move between delimitation models while calculating posterior probabilities. We used BPP v3.3a to analyze our simulated single- and multilocus datasets based on guide trees that matched those used for simulation. Algorithms 0 and 1 ([@B84]) were used in two independent runs with default parameters, with each having 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Evaluation of Performance {#SEC1.4}
-------------------------

The three methods examined in this study produce species delimitations in different forms. For species delimitation using BPP, we recorded the posterior probabilities of different delimitation models (e.g., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P_{2}$\end{document}$ for the two-species model), and considered the rates of false positives and false negatives. For the results from GMYC and PTP, we based our evaluations on the most well supported species delimitations to capture the broad patterns. However, we did not take into account the support values for delimited entities, which should be considered when the focus of the investigation is on particular taxa. We calculated the number of delimited OTUs for each simulated species where delimitations were available, although this measure lacks the capacity to distinguish between certain outcomes (e.g., it cannot differentiate between the situations depicted in [Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"},[b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, as illustrated below).

![An illustration of four categories used to classify the results of our species delimitations, for every species pair, by the GMYC and the PTP methods. Boxes with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To enable the results to be described in finer detail, we used five categories to summarize the delimitations of GMYC and PTP for every species pair ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Because our focus is on the overall quality of delimitation rather than the number of delimited OTUs, these categories are largely intended to evaluate the performance of GMYC and PTP. First, two species might be correctly identified as two distinct OTUs ("correct delimitation"). Second, two species might be delimited to be a single OTU ("false negative"). Third, at least one of the two species might be inferred to be two or more OTUs that are also distinct from the OTU(s) identified for the other species ("false positive"). Fourth, at least one of the two species is inferred to be two or more OTUs, but with partial or total overlap with the OTU(s) identified for the other species ("complex false positive"). These four categories are similar, but not identical, to those defined by [@B64]. A fifth category comprises the cases in which we were unable to obtain a species delimitation ("not available" or "NA").

GMYC and PTP can fail to yield a species delimitation under various circumstances. Because the trees were pruned so that they only contained unique sequences prior to phylogenetic inference, maximum-likelihood trees were unavailable for some datasets. This was problematic for both GMYC and PTP. In addition, PTP-h can fail to yield a definite species delimitation due to the failure of the likelihood-ratio test, because we used the default cut-off of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P = 0.001$\end{document}$ ([@B88]). In some cases, GMYC encountered computing errors, particularly for datasets comprising fewer sequences. Trees with zero branch lengths are actually compatible with PTP, but for convenience we preferred to include NAs for bPTP-h and bPTP-ML. For delimitations inferred for data from Scenario I, which involves a single species, we did not consider false negatives and complex false positives.

Case Studies {#SEC1.5}
------------

Our simulation study was designed to provide an insight into the performance of species-delimitation methods with data generated under known conditions. However, the idealized settings of our simulations might not adequately reflect the complex conditions under which real sequences have evolved. Therefore, based on the results from our simulation study, we carried out additional comparisons of species-delimitation methods using empirical datasets of bears and bees. These datasets comprise sequences of mitochondrial genes, which are expected to have congruent gene trees because of the absence of recombination in the mitochondrial genome.

### Bears {#SEC1.5.1}

The genus *Ursus* (Carnivora: Ursidae) comprises both extant and extinct species of bears, for which the taxonomy is relatively uncontroversial. For this group, we obtained a total of 172 complete or partial mitochondrial genomes from GenBank (retrieved on 20 February, 2017) and extracted the 12 protein-coding genes (excluding *ND6*). The sloth bear (*Melursus ursinus*) was added as an outgroup to allow estimation of a rooted tree. After removing duplicate sequences and/or sequences containing large proportions of missing data, we aligned the sequences while maintaining the reading frames. Our dataset then comprised concatenated sequences of the 12 protein-coding genes from 89 taxa ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S4 available on Dryad).

We inferred the gene tree using maximum likelihood in RAxML, with a separate GTR$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$+$\end{document}$I substitution model applied to each gene. We ran rapid full analyses with 1000 bootstrap replicates. After rooting the tree and removing the outgroup sequence from the sloth bear, we used the inferred tree for species delimitation by GMYC, bPTP-h, bPTP-ML, and PTP-h. For BPP, the maximum-likelihood tree was simply treated as the guide tree for species delimitation with diffuse gamma priors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Bees {#SEC1.5.2}

We tested the effects of locus number and sample size on species delimitation using sequence data from bees. This is a group of insects with important pollination services, but for which species diversity is relatively unclear. To test the impact of the number of loci, we downloaded a total of 38 complete or partial mitochondrial genomes of apid bees (Apidae; Hymenoptera: Apoidea) from GenBank (retrieved on 23 May, 2017). After removing duplicates and aligning the sequences, we used three datasets comprising 20 sequences of *COI*, 20 concatenated sequences of *COI* and *CYTB*, and 18 concatenated sequences of *ATP6*, *COI*, *COII*, *COIII*, *CYTB*, and *ND1*. Data are available in [Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S5 available on Dryad.

To test the impact of sample size, we downloaded sequences of the canonical barcode region (i.e., the 5' terminus of the *COI* gene) from the mason bees of the genus *Osmia* (Apoidea: Megachilidae). After deleting sequences containing large proportions of missing data, pruning non-unique sequences, aligning the sequences, and removing species represented by fewer than five sequences, we were left with 69 sequences. In terms of species annotations, we randomly deleted some sequences to obtain two additional datasets: one comprising two sequences per species, and another comprising a single sequence per species ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S6 available on Dryad).

To allow the position of the root to be inferred, corresponding genes or regions from *Megachile sculpturalis* (GenBank accession NC_028017) and/or *Megachile strupigera* (GenBank accession KT346366) were used as the outgroup for both apid bees and mason bees ([@B31]). Species delimitations with GMYC, bPTP-ML, and BPP were implemented in a similar manner to our analyses of bear sequences. For our BPP analyses, the maximum-likelihood tree inferred from the 69 sequences was used as the guide tree for the other two datasets of mason bees. To achieve MCMC convergence, we drew samples from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#SEC2}
=======

Simulation Scenario I: One Species {#SEC2.1}
----------------------------------

For the null case in which sequences were sampled from a single species, BPP generally yielded the correct delimitation with high posterior probabilities (median $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table 2.Descriptive statistics of the evaluation indices for delimitation results from Scenarios I to VScenarioStatisticsBPPNo. of delimited OTUsPPGMYCbPTP-hbPTP-MLPTP-hIMedian0.9928511 Mean0.933.3811.148.4412.78 Sd.0.192.739.498.127.99 Min.0.002222 Max.1.0032373934IIMedian1.001111 Mean0.911.713.182.391.49 Sd.0.241.084.003.171.91 Min.0.001111 Max.1.0013202018IIIMedian0.022---3--- Mean0.382.14---4.38--- Sd.0.461.50---3.09--- Min.0.001---1--- Max.1.0010---10---IVMedian1.001---1--- Mean0.971.04---1.00--- Sd.0.150.30---0--- Min.0.011---1--- Max.1.007---1---VMedian0.252---5--- Mean0.422.14---5.06--- Sd.0.441.74---3.40--- Min.0.001---1--- Max.1.0010---10---[^2]

Table 3.Percentages of categories with delimitation results from Scenarios I to V by GMYC and PTPScenarioCategoryPercent (%)GMYCbPTP-hbPTP-MLPTP-hICD0000 FP76.5091.0091.008.33 NA23.509.009.0091.67IICD21.8948.8960.3339.83 FN0000 FP52.6136.3921.674.22 CFP13.069.2812.561.89 NA12.445.445.4454.06IIICD5.60---10.80--- FN0---0--- FP19.20---24.80--- CFP45.60---56.00--- NA29.60---8.40---IVCD88.10---87.55--- FN5.85---11.70--- FP4.70---0--- CFP0.10---0--- NA1.25---0.75---VCD7.53---6.67--- FN10.00---4.60--- FP16.47---33.00--- CFP40.53---48.20--- NA25.47---7.53---[^3]

After excluding NAs, all of the delimitations by GMYC and PTP yielded false positives, indicating that both oversplit species under our null simulation scenario. However, they delimited varying numbers of OTUs. Given the available delimitations, GMYC inferred fewer OTUs (median $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation Scenario II: Two Species {#SEC2.2}
-----------------------------------
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PTP-h produced many NA results (54.06%), with most due to unclear species delimitations. However, correct delimitations dominate the remaining available results ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; [Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S9 available on Dryad). The other two methods, bPTP-h and bPTP-ML, performed similarly to each other, with far fewer NA results. However, bPTP-h oversplit species more frequently ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; [Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S10 available on Dryad). Because we penalize species overestimation more greatly than underestimation, we only provide the detailed results from bPTP-ML here ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This method produced correct species delimitations in the majority of cases (60.33%; [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). However, it had variable rates of success under different conditions, as also shown by the larger standard deviation (3.17) of the numbers of delimited OTUs for each simulated species ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Under some conditions (e.g., the combination of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We found that species delimitations are not significantly different whether we performed simulations using makesamples or SimPhy. Population growth also had no significant influence on the performance of the species-delimitation methods. However, having one species of population size larger than that of the other species ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation Scenario III: Two Species with Ongoing Gene Flow {#SEC2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

With the basic settings informed by Scenario II (population size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Compared with BPP, both GMYC and bPTP-ML appear to be more sensitive to the presence of gene flow. A large proportion of false positives was produced by GMYC when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation Scenario IV: Five Species {#SEC2.4}
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We use the values of the speciation rates, which controlled the relative depths of the internal nodes in our simulated trees, to refer to the five chronograms in this scenario ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S3 available on Dryad). When speciation rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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![a) Posterior probabilities of the correct species delimitation model 1111 ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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GMYC yielded the correct delimitation under some circumstances in the five-species scenario ([Fig. 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S12 available on Dryad). When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation Scenario V: Four Species with Ongoing Gene Flow between Adjacent Species {#SEC2.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For our scenario with four species experiencing ongoing gene flow between geographically adjacent species, BPP yielded posterior probabilities similar to those from Scenario III ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S13 available on Dryad). Only with a low migration rate ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As with Scenario III, GMYC and bPTP-ML show stronger sensitivity to the presence of gene flow, but they both yielded a few false negatives with every level of gene flow ([Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; [Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S13 available on Dryad). A variety of results containing some correct delimitations (mainly with smaller numbers of loci) and many false positives were obtained for GMYC when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Separate analyses of the four species pairs from Scenario V ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S14 available on Dryad) show that when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$M_{ij} = 1$\end{document}$, more false positives were produced for (A, C) and (A, D), whereas complex false positives dominate the results from (A, B) and (B, C). For all three species-delimitation methods, delimitation differences among the species pairs, indicating the effects of geographic distance, become negligible when the migration rate is very small or very large (as appropriate for each method).

Species Delimitation in Bears {#SEC2.6}
-----------------------------

The maximum-likelihood estimate of the mitochondrial tree of *Ursus* shows that the brown bear (*U. arctos*) is paraphyletic with respect to the polar bear (*U. maritimus*) ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The sequences from the cave bear (*U. spelaeus*) are also not monophyletic, but this is corrected with the recent designation of sequence NC_011112 as belonging to *U. ingressus* ([@B74]). With the species annotation and reciprocal monophyly as references, a guide tree comprising 10 taxa ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) aided BPP in identifying 9 OTUs with a posterior probability of 0.84. The three strategies in PTP, bPTP-ML, bPTP-h, and PTP-h, estimated 17, 22, and 20 OTUs, respectively. GMYC analysis using a single threshold identified the presence of 20 OTUs, matching the result obtained using PTP-h.

![Species delimitations estimated for a dataset comprising 89 sequences from bears (genus *Ursus*). The maximum-likelihood tree is shown on the left. The vertical bars, from left to right, indicate the OTUs inferred by BPP, bPTP-ML, bPTP-h, PTP-h, and GMYC, respectively. Clades (of different colors in online version) in the tree indicate the 10 taxa in the guide tree for BPP delimitation, and a collapsed clade at the bottom with the label "HQ6859..\_ *Ursus*\_ *arctos*" represents 34 sequences of *Ursus arctos* with accession numbers beginning with "HQ6859" ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S4 available on Dryad).](syy011f7){#F7}

Species Delimitation in Bees {#SEC2.7}
----------------------------

Species included in our datasets account for a small portion of the described species of apid bees and mason bees, so we do not focus on the inferred relationships here. We tested the effects of the number of loci $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For *Osmia* bees ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S16 available on Dryad), when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#SEC3}
==========

Performance of Species-Delimitation Methods {#SEC3.1}
-------------------------------------------

We have presented a comprehensive comparison of the performance of three widely used molecular species-delimitation methods, based on five different simulation scenarios. The Bayesian coalescent method in BPP, designed for multiple loci, was found to yield high posterior probabilities for correct species delimitations under a variety of conditions. It was relatively robust to the influence of unequal population sizes, population growth, unbalanced sampling, and mutation rate heterogeneity. Some of these findings are consistent with those of previous studies (e.g., [@B89]; [@B3]). However, we note that our use of BPP was carried out under favorable conditions. For example, we used diffuse gamma priors that were compatible with the population sizes and divergence times in our simulations ([@B41]; [@B83]). We also specified the true species tree as the guide tree, although the species tree can be jointly estimated with species delimitation by BPP or independently inferred by BPP or other software such as \*BEAST ([@B32]; [@B85]; [@B10]; [@B83]).

We confirmed that BPP encountered problems when the migration rate between species was relatively high ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$t)$\end{document}$ was relatively high, BPP had a high probability of underestimating the number of species, although this could potentially be overcome by analyzing larger numbers of loci and/or using larger samples. Therefore, recently diverged species (as shown by our Scenarios II and IV) pose a challenge to BPP, especially when they have larger population sizes. This outcome is consistent with a previous finding that more loci are needed when analyzing species that have a shallow evolutionary history ([@B33]).

We obtained different species delimitations across the three PTP strategies and even the newly developed multi-rate PTP method, which did not perform better than bPTP-ML according to our evaluation criteria (results not shown). However, our focus is on comparison of GMYC, PTP, and BPP. In contrast with BPP, the first two methods aim to delimit species efficiently with data from a single locus, but are increasingly being applied to multilocus datasets. However, our results highlight some differences between the methods. First, unlike the single-threshold GMYC, the best PTP strategy bPTP-ML did not encounter computing errors. Second, bPTP-ML correctly delimited species in Scenario II more frequently than did GMYC, contributing to the better overall performance of bPTP-ML compared with GMYC. Third, larger $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n$\end{document}$ generally enhanced correct delimitations in bPTP-ML, whereas the effect of the former was more modest for GMYC. Fourth, where species were not delimited correctly, the results often differed between GMYC and bPTP-ML. Last, the numbers of delimited OTUs for simulated species indicate that GMYC and PTP can infer different numbers of OTUs in practice.

There are also considerable similarities in the performance of GMYC and bPTP-ML. Both methods were sensitive to the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the whole, our results indicate that both GMYC and bPTP-ML are able to perform well in the absence of gene flow between species; the latter method tends to perform better overall, although in some cases it produced larger numbers of inferred OTUs. Nevertheless, GMYC and bPTP-ML have a number of important shortcomings. First, they need gene trees to be specified and they treat these as being equivalent to species trees. This assumption is problematic when there is strong discordance between the gene trees and the species tree ([@B15], [@B16]). Consequently, concatenation of multiple loci requires caution when using methods designed to analyze single-locus data. Second, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Factors Affecting Molecular Species Delimitation {#SEC3.2}
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There is growing use of multi-locus datasets for molecular species delimitation, but this often involves a trade-off between the number of loci and sample size for each species ([@B23]; [@B33]). We investigated the possible effects of this trade-off, particularly in Scenario II of our simulations, finding that the effects were outweighed by those of the population size and divergence time. This was previously demonstrated for GMYC ([@B23]), but we have found that it also holds true for BPP and bPTP-ML. However, the effects of the number of loci $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our concatenations of larger numbers of loci generally did not have negative effects on the performance of bPTP-ML and GMYC, indicating that the impacts of violating the assumption of gene-tree discordance are modest. However, the situation might be considerably more complex for real data. The performance of BPP with concatenations of 20 loci was equal to or worse than that with single locus (results not shown), suggesting that concatenating independent loci can have a negative impact on methods that have been designed to analyze multiple loci.

The presence of gene flow had negative impacts on the three methods examined in our study, particularly on GMYC and bPTP-ML. These two methods were also substantially affected by differing population sizes resulting in higher $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$t$\end{document}$, along with the number of putative species. In contrast, unbalanced sampling, population growth, and mutation rate heterogeneity appeared to have limited impacts on species delimitation using these methods ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S2 available on Dryad).

Species Delimitation, Population Delimitation, or a Mosaic? {#SEC3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Our simulation study has shed light on the performance of species-delimitation methods across a range of speciation scenarios, but its implications apply equally to studies of highly structured populations ([@B75]). For example, BPP has been variously used to delimit populations (e.g., [@B58]), to delimit species (e.g., [@B47]), to delimit populations with the potential to elevate them to species (e.g., [@B53]), and to delimit evolving lineages within and across species (e.g., [@B51]). Our speciation scenarios can be interpreted as being analogous to specific models of population structure. For example, two species with unequal population sizes ([Supplementary Appendix](https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sysbio/syy011#supplementary-data) S2 available on Dryad) can be treated as a simple case of the continent-island model without migration. Our simulation Scenario V is a one-dimensional stepping-stone model of population structure.

The delimited OTUs can represent species, populations, or even a mosaic of species and populations. In this study, we have simply treated speciation events as being instantaneous, while assuming Wright--Fisher panmixia for each species. In contrast, both the protracted speciation model and the viewpoint that a species is a separately evolving metapopulation lineage ([@B14]) treat speciation as an extended process. However, these two treatments are not strictly contradictory. Our modelling of speciation as an instantaneous event can be interpreted as the initiation of speciation (i.e., lineage separation), with the delimited OTUs then representing populations or a mosaic of species and populations. If the extended process is relatively short and the newly formed species do not have pronounced structure, then species divergence is effectively an instantaneous event. If there is any continuation of gene flow, the effects are captured in our Scenarios III and V.

The results of molecular species delimitation should be interpreted alongside other lines of evidence, such as comparative morphology, population genetics, and ecology ([@B75]). The importance of using such an integrative approach to taxonomy is underscored by our finding that PTP and GMYC yielded high rates of false positives and complex false positives in some circumstances. If interpreted naively, the results of these analyses would lead to an artificial inflation in the number of species.

Implications of Case Studies {#SEC3.4}
----------------------------

Our case studies, based on species of bears and bees, confirmed some of the findings from our simulation study. These included differences in the performance of the three species-delimitation methods, along with the modest effects of increasing the number of loci and sample size. To interpret these results, we referred to the species annotations accompanying the sequence data from bears and bees, most of which are attributed to traditional morphological taxonomy.

Like the species annotations in our cases, additional information from morphological characters, behavioral traits, and geographic distributions would be needed to provide informed staring points for species delimitation. Accordingly, molecular species delimitation is either implicitly or explicitly carried out as part of an integrative taxonomy approach ([@B13]; [@B82]). In terms of other lines of evidence as above, the informed starting points provide important background for interpreting the presence of population structure.

Our analysis of mitochondrial genomes from bears enhances our understanding of these vulnerable, endangered, or extinct animals. For example, our results point to various delimitations of the brown bear, a species that has been the subject of numerous mitochondrial studies ([@B12]). Its mitochondrial paraphyly with respect to the polar bear has been recognized as an instance of introgression due to past hybridization between the two species ([@B27]).

Compared with bears, many bee species remain undescribed, despite their ecological and economic importance. Currently, pollinator bees fundamental to agricultural productivity are declining towards extinction ([@B54]; [@B9]). Our delimitation results are broadly consistent with the species annotations, indicating that molecular species delimitation complements rather than replaces the traditional taxonomy. With molecular species delimitation, the first step to protecting species diversity of bees can be accelerated.

Conclusions {#SEC4}
===========

We have compared the performance of three widely used methods of species-delimitation across a range of simulation scenarios and evolutionary parameters. Our results have drawn attention to the better accuracy and robustness of the Bayesian coalescent method in BPP, along with the performance of the GMYC model and the PTP model under a range of conditions. All three methods are negatively influenced by gene flow and are sensitive to the ratio of population size to divergence time, reflecting the important impact of incomplete lineage sorting on species delimitation. Unexpectedly, we found only a modest benefit in increasing the number of loci and the sample size per species. Future studies of molecular species delimitation, particularly focusing on a range of empirical datasets, will provide further insights into the relative impacts of different confounding factors. With a greater understanding of the behavior of molecular species-delimitation methods, genetic data will increasingly contribute to integrative taxonomy and other areas of biological research.
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